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Are you taking full
advantage of turning
center offsets?

Current

model Fanuc-controlled
CNC turning centers actually have
three types of compensation (offsets), geometry offsets, work shift
offset, and wear offsets. Geometry
offsets are used to assign program
zero. The work shift offset can be
used to shift the program zero point
for all tools. Wear offsets are commonly used for sizing and to allow
the operator to hold size on
workpieces as tools wear.
Unfortunately, many companies
don’t take full advantage of what is
possible with these three important
turning center features. The full implications of how they can be applied aren’t related in most basic
CNC turning center courses. For this
reason, many turning center using
companies confuse or misapply the
usage of these offsets. In this lengthy
article, we’re going to fully examine
the use of turning center offsets, including how program zero can be efficiently assigned and how work can
be minimized from setup to setup
and when tools are replaced during
a production run.
For the most part, this article assumes you are not using a tool
touch-off probe to help with program zero assignments. While many
of the points we make do apply
nicely to tool touch-off probe users,
the largest potential gains from applying techniques we show will be
for companies that don’t use them.

Where is program zero?
In the X axis, program zero is always placed in the center of the
workpiece (also spindle center). But
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Figure one
for the Z axis, the programmer can
choose a program zero point position that matches how dimensions
are specified on the drawing. This
lets them use print dimensions as
programmed coordinates. Since
m os t t urned work p i ec es are
dimensioned from the end of the
workpiece being machined, most
turning center programmers make
the program zero point the extreme
end of the workpiece in the Z axis.
Assigning program zero for
each tool
Each tool used on a turning center
is in a different location. A turning
tool’s cutting edge, for example, is in
a completely different location that a
boring bar’s cutting edge – or a
drill’s. For this reason, each tool requires its own program zero assignment. In essence, the setup person
must align the setup that’s been
made to the program that’s been
written. Geometry offsets are used
for this purpose. Two program zero
assignment values (one for X and
one for Z) specify the distances from
the tool tip at the zero return position
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to the program zero point (X is specified in diameter).
The measure function
Most controls that have geometry
offsets allow the setup person to easily determine and enter each geome-
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try offset’s values. While the specific
procedure varies among Fanuc control models, here is one common
scenario. For the X axis, the setup
person makes the cutting tool machine a small amount of material
from a diameter. They then back the
tool off in Z (not moving X) and
measure the diameter just machined.
They bring the cursor to the geometry offset to be set (the tool station
number) and type MX (for measure
X) along with the diameter they just
measured. When they press the INPUT key, the control will automatically calculate the tool tip’s diameter
at the zero return position in X and
enter it into the geometry offset’s X
register as a large negative value.
The procedure is much the same
for the Z axis program zero assignment. The setup person first brings
the tool to the Z axis program zero
surface (possibly skim cutting).
Next, they bring the cursor to the geometry offset to be set. They type
MZ0 and press the INPUT key. The
control automatically calculates the
distance from the tool tip at the zero
return position in Z to the Z axis program zero surface and enters it into
the geometry offset as a large negative value.
While the measure function dramatically simplifies the program zero

assignment task, program zero must
be assigned for every tool in the turret. And if Z axis geometry offsets
program represent the distance from
zero return to the face of the finished
workpiece, program zero assignment must be repeated in Z for all
tools when a new setup must be
made since the workpiece for the
next job will be of a different length.
Eliminate all geometry offset
tasks for tools that remain in
the turret from job to job.
The scenario just described works
well if all tools will be removed from
the turret from job to job. But must
turning center users leave a “core
set” of tools in the turret on a
semi-permanent basis. Tool number
one, for example, may be the rough
turning tool. Tool number two may
be the finish turning tool. Tool number three may be a threading tool.
And so on. For tools that remain in
the turret from job to job, there will
be a great deal of duplicated effort.
While the X axis geometry offsets
will remain consistent from job to
job, the setup person must repeat the
Z axis program zero assignment
value measurements and geometry
offset entries.

Two new computer based training courses!

v Setup Reduction For CNC
v Cycle Time Reduction For CNC

Setup & cycle time defined

Affordable courseware helps you improve productivity!
Cycle time reduction CD-rom course

During any CNC machine’s usage, there are really only
two activities. Either machines are in setup or they are
running production. Setup time is the total time the
machine is down between production runs. Cycle time is
the time it takes to complete a production run divided by
the number of good workpieces produced.

During production runs, machines are supposed to be
producing. Yet there may be activities occurring that are not
very productive. In this six hour course, we'll show many
techniques that will help you keep machines in cycle for as
great a percentage of time as possible.
We begin by presenting preliminary information that will
Setup reduction CD-rom course
help you understand how to improve machine utilization.
When machines are in setup, they are not producing.
We then present principles of cycle time reduction,
Anything you can do to reduce setup time will improve
including the two tasks types related to running production,
the productivity of your CNC machines. In this 3 hour, 47 the three ways to reduce cycle time, and the four steps to
minute course, we’ll expose many techniques to help
reducing cycle time. Finally, we show countless specific
you reduce setup time and cost for the two most popular techniques you can apply to reduce cycle time in the
types of CNC machine tools.
approximate order that production runs are completed.
We begin by presenting preliminary information,
140 page manual is included.
including justification issues and resources you have
For CNC machining & turning centers
available to reduce setup time. We then present
These courses address the two most popular forms of
principles of setup reduction. We show two task types
metal-cutting CNC machine tools - machining centers and
related to setup, three general ways to reduce setup
turning centers. When appropriate, we separate
time, and four steps to implementing setup reduction.
presentations for the purpose of clarity. However, since you
Finally, we show countless specific techniques you can
apply to reduce setup time in the approximate order that may be interested in only one machine type or the other, a
few presentations during workpiece sizing and dull tool
setups are made. 135 page manual is included
replacement are duplicated for both machine types.

Pricing:
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CDR-STR ~ Setup reduction CD-rom course…….…… $239.00
CDR-CTR ~ Cycle time reduction CD-rom course…… $239.00
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Your goal will be to eliminate all
geometry offset measuring and entry
tasks for any tools that remain in the
turret for the next job. In fact, for any
tool that remains in the turret (even if
it is not used in the next job), its related geometry offsets will remain
correct until the tool is removed
from the turret!
This can be easily accomplished
by re-thinking the reference position
for your geometry offset entry. Ins t ead of work i ng f rom t h e
workpiece face (a location that
changes from setup to setup),
choose to work from a more consistent Z axis surface. Since most companies do not remove the chuck
from the machine from setup to
setup, the face of the chuck makes
an excellent point of reference for Z
axis geometry offset entries.
Note, however, that many turning
centers don’t have enough Z axis
stroke to let a turning tool reach the
face of the chuck. If this is the case,
simply use a gauge block (like a
1-2-3 block) between the tool tip and
the face of the chuck when determining Z axis geometry offset values. After touching the tool tip to the
three inch side of a 1-2-3 block
(which is flush with the chuck face),
type MZ3.0 and press the INPUT
key. The geometry offset will be
properly calculated and entered.
The work shift value
The programmer will, of course,
still want program zero to be the
workpiece face to keep programs
simple (and to keep from having to
modify all programs written to this
point). Fanuc controls have a special
offset display page called the work
shift page. You’ll never need to
modify the X value on this page (X
axis program zero will always be the
center of the workpiece – which
doesn’t change from setup to setup).
But in the Z axis register of the work
shift page, you’ll enter the distance
between the chuck face and the true
Z axis program zero point on the
face of the workpiece. Note that the
polarity for this work shift value
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changes from one control model to
another. With some, it is the distance from the chuck face to the program zero point (+). With others, it is
the distance from the program zero
point to the chuck face (-). A little
trial and error may be needed to determine what’s needed for your control/s.
Figure one (on page one) is a
drawing that shows the program
zero point, work shift value, and X &
Z geometry values as we have recommended to this point.
Going from job to job
As long as your programmer is
consistent, programming the mean
value of every tolerance for every
job, your setup people will not have
to do anything to geometry and wear
offsets for tools that were used in the
previous job. Truly, if a tool was cutting on size in the last job, it will continue to machine on size in the next
job. The only exception to this statement might be dramatic workpiece
material variations from job to job.
But with material changes, it is likely
that cutting tools (inserts) must also
be changed between jobs.
Only new tools being placed in
the turret for the new job will require
geometry offset measurements and
entries. And again, for as long as a

tool remains in the turret, its geometry and wear offsets will remain correct. By the way, we recommend
that setup people get in the habit of
clearing (setting to zero) geometry
offsets only as they remove tools
from the turret. With this method,
they can rest assured that geometry
and wear offsets for any tool currently in the turret will be correct.
Determining the work shift
value for each new job
The work shift value must, of
course, be changed from setup to
setup. If workholding tooling is not
consistent, as is commonly the case
with soft jaws, the setup person must
physically measure the work shift
val ue.
A f t er mak i ng t he
workholding setup, the setup person
can measure the work shift value. If
it’s not critical, as is commonly the
case when machining the first operation (lots of stock left on the other
end), the setup person may be able
to measure the work shift value with
a scale.
If it’s more critical (second operation and workpiece length is determined by the accuracy of the work
shift measurement), more precise
measuring will be necessary. While
there are many ways to do this, we
show one simple example. Say the
workpiece must be precisely 6.000

New computer based training course! CD-ROM disk: over 6 hours!

CNC Machining Center Programming,
Setup, and Operation
Affordable courseware for CNC machining centers!
24 lessons!

A very popular CNC machine type!

CNC machining centers are among the most popular
types of CNC machine tools. Most companies that have
any CNC machines have at least one. Unfortunately,
companies are finding it more and more difficult to find
and hire qualified CNC people. Many are realizing that
they must provide extensive training to new hires and
provide at least some continuing training to established
employees.

A proven method

This affordable courseware makes it possible to train
CNC people from scratch. While we assume the
student has some basic machining practice
experience, we assume nothing about their previous
CNC skills. Using our proven key concepts approach,
we bring students up to speed gradually – constantly
building upon previously presented information – and
we stress the reasons why things are done as
importantly as how they’re done. Six of the ten key
concepts are most related to programming, and four
are related to setup and operation.

We further divide the key concepts into twenty-four
lessons. Lessons range from under five minutes to just
over twenty minutes in length (total course presentation
time is just over six hours on one CD-rom).

The most popular control!

All examples are shown in the format for the most popular
control in the industry – the Fanuc control. Note that many
control manufacturers claim to be Fanuc-compatible.

What you get!

The CD-rom disk is jam-packed with over six hours of
information about CNC machining centers. By itself, it
makes formidable training tool. It’s price is $149.00.
When purchased with the workbook answer combination
($30.00), you’ll be able to confirm that you truly understand
the material (24 exercises, one for each lesson).
When purchased with the optional student manual ($60.00),
you’ll have a way to easily review information after you
finish the course.
If all items are purchased (total: $239.00), we include a
one-year subscription to our newsletter, The Optional Stop.

The price for unlimited training? … $149.00 (courseware only)
Companion manual: $60.00, workbook/answer combination: $30.00

inches long. Yet there is approximately 0.100 inch of stock on the
face yet to be removed. After the
workholding setup is made, the operator can skim cut the face to clean
up (still leaving stock). They will
then set the Z axis display to zero.
Next, they measure the overall
length of the workpiece to determine precisely how much excess
stock is still to be removed. We’ll say
that it’s currently 0.054 inch. By using the handwheel and monitoring
the Z axis display, they’ll move the
tool precisely 0.054 inch in the negative direction. The tool tip is now
flush with the Z axis program zero
point. The setup person will now set
the Z axis display to zero again.
When they move the tool tip over to
the chuck face, the Z axis display will
be showing the work shift value.
Programming the work shift
value
Note that when you use solid
(fixed) top tooling or stopper blocks,
the work shift value will be predictable and consistent from one time
the job is run to the next. Consider,
for example, using hard jaws that incorporate Z axis stop pads. For our
example, the stop pads, when the
hard jaws are mounted, are precisely
0.75 inch from the chuck face. The
work shift value will be 0.75 plus the
rough stock on the chuck side of the
workpiece plus the workpiece
length. If you know the work shift
value you can program it. This will
keep the setup person from having
to measure and enter it. And by the
way, for companies that use the
same cutting tools in every job, this
will help you to eliminate all program zero assignment tasks from job
to job. A G10 command is used to
enter work shift values. The command
G10 P0 Z6.75

will place the value 6.75 in the Z
axis work shift register.

Contact CNC Concepts, Inc. (847-639-8847) to order!
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Sizing the first workpiece
To this point, we have been discussing tasks that get you ready to
machine the first workpiece. With
the setup made and the geometry
offsets determined and entered, let’s
now turn our attention to the best
way to size in a new tool that’s just
been placed in the turret. Experienced setup people know that just
because they correctly measured
and entered geometry offsets, doesn’t mean a tool is going to machine
perfectly on the very first try. Even if
skim cutting was done to determine
geometry offset values, there will
likely be some tool pressure differences when the tool actually machines the workpiece using the cutting conditions specified in the program. Here is a simple scenario:
A rough turning tool has machined a 3.000 inch outside diameter, leaving 0.030 stock on the side.
Currently this diameter is 3.060 inch.
The finish turning tool comes in and
machines the 3.000 inch diameter.
But after measuring, the setup person finds that the 3.000 diameter is
actually 3.0012 inches, meaning it is
not perfectly to its targeted size. A
small discrepancy exists. But this
discrepancy may be enough to
through the workpiece out of tolerance – or even if the workpiece is

within its tolerance band, the setup
person will want to bring this dimension to its target value before they allow the production run to begin.
What does the setup person do?
Most setup people will make the
needed adjustment in the X axis
wear offset register, reducing it in
this case by 0.0012 inch. The next
time the tool cuts, it will machine
0.0012 inch smaller, cutting the 3.000
inch diameter to its target (mean)
value. While this works just fine,
consider what will happen during
the cutting tool’s life. As the tool
continues to machine workpieces, it
will wear. After 50 workpieces, for
example, the 3.000 inch diameter
may be 3.0008. While it’s still within
its tolerance band, this diameter may
be getting close to its high limit, and
the operator will eventually want to
make a sizing adjustment. So they
reduce the wear offset by another
0.0008 inch (now -0.002 inch in the
offset).
This pattern of tool wear will be
repeated several times during the
tool’s life. After several sizing adjustments, the total wear offset is now
-0.0043 – and the tool is dull and in
need of replacement or indexing.
Say they’re indexing the insert (not
replacing it). When the operator indexes the insert, the wear offset must

New computer based training course! CD-ROM disk: 5.8 hours!

CNC Turning Center Programming,
Setup, and Operation

Affordable courseware for CNC turning centers!
28 lessons!
A very popular CNC machine type!
CNC turning centers are among the most popular types
of CNC machine tools. Most companies that have any
CNC machines have at least one. Unfortunately,
companies are finding it more and more difficult to find
and hire qualified CNC people. Many are realizing that
they must provide extensive training to new hires and
provide at least some continuing training to established
employees.

A proven method

This affordable courseware makes it possible to train
CNC people from scratch. While we assume the
student has some basic machining practice
experience, we assume nothing about their previous
CNC skills. Using our proven key concepts approach,
we bring students up to speed gradually – constantly
building upon previously presented information – and
we stress the reasons why things are done as
importantly as how they’re done. Six of the ten key
concepts are most related to programming, and four
are related to setup and operation.

We further divide the key concepts into twenty-eight
lessons. Lessons range from under five minutes to just
over twenty minutes in length (total course presentation
time is five hours fifty-two minutes on one CD-rom).

The most popular control!

All examples are shown in the format for the most popular
control in the industry – the Fanuc control. Note that many
control manufacturers claim to be Fanuc-compatible.

What you get!

The CD-rom disk is jam-packed with 5 hours, 52 minutes
of information about CNC turning centers. By itself, it
makes formidable training tool. It’s price is $149.00.
When purchased with the workbook answer combination
($30.00), you’ll be able to confirm that you truly
understand the material (28 exercises, one for each
lesson).
When purchased with the optional student manual
($60.00), you’ll have a way to easily review information
after you finish the course.
If all items are purchased, we include a one-year
subscription to our newsletter, The Optional Stop.

The price for unlimited training? … $149.00 (courseware only)
Companion manual: $60.00, workbook/answer combination: $30.00
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also be adjusted. If the operator forgets to do this, the next part will be
machined undersize (scrapped). But
to what value must the wear offset
be set? In our case, the wear offset
started out at -0.0012 inch. And this
is a value the operator must remember if they are to have any hope of
machining the next workpiece on
size without trial machining.
Make the initial adjustment in
the geometry offset!
What caused the initial 0.0012
variation? Did it have anything to do
with tool wear? Obviously, the answer is no. The initial variation was
caused by an imperfection with program zero assignment. And the initial offset adjustment should be done
in the geometry offset (reduce the
geometry offset by 0.0012). With this
technique, the geometry offset will
be perfect, and the wear offset can
start off at zero. Any value in a wear
offset will be related to tool wear.
When an insert must be indexed, it’s
related wear offset can simply be set
back to zero and the next workpiece
can be run without trial machining.
What about insert inconsistencies?
Again, we’ve been talking about
indexing inserts. Since the same insert is being used, there should be no
inconsistencies related to insert size.
However, all inserts have a tolerance. It is specified by the third letter
of the insert’s designation. With a
CNMG-432 eighty degree diamond-shaped insert, for example,
the letter M designates the insert’s
tolerance. M specifies that this insert
has a plus or minus 0.002 inch tolerance on the insert’s included circle,
which will have a dramatic impact
on the inserts placement in its tool
holder (almost a 0.004 inch variation). For most turning applications,
this variation alone will be enough to
through a workpiece out of tolerance.
Note first of all that you can buy
more rep eat abl e i ns ert s.
A
CNBG-432, for example has only a
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plus/minus 0.0002 tolerance on its
included circle. While it’s more expensive, its additional price may be
justifiable if you can eliminate trial
machining when inserts are replaced.
If you cannot justify buying more
repeatable inserts, you can still take
advantage of the technique discussed earlier whenever your index
inserts. Since most inserts have at
least four cutting edges, this means
you’ll only have to trial machine
once in every four times you perform tool maintenance. Just remember, every time you replace an insert
(possibly requiring trial machining),
make the initial adjustment in the geometry offset. By the way, when a
geometry offset is entered or modified, its corresponding wear offset
will be automatically set to zero on
most controls. So again, the geometry offset will be perfect for the new
insert and the wear offset will start
out at zero.
What about operator inconsistencies?
Admittedly, operators will have to
be consistent in the method by
which they change/index inserts.
Cam clamps must always be tightened in the same direction so the insert seats against the same tool
holder surface. And clamping pressure must be consistent. But with a
little practice (and testing) operators
should be able to (especially) index
inserts in a manner consistent
enough to eliminate the need for trial
machining when inserts are indexed.
What about small lots?
If your cutting tools last for the entire production run without having
to be indexed or replaced, how the
initial adjustment is made will have
no impact upon machine usage. In
this case, most companies will perform the initial adjustment in the
wear offset.
More on cutting tools used in
the last job
Since machine time is so very precious in most companies, you
Spring 2003

should strive to eliminate any duplicated effort. By using the techniques
described in this article, you should
be able to go from job to job with as
little duplication of effort as possible.
New work will only be required for
the tasks related to new cutting tools
being placed in the turret for the next
job. And of course, the new work
shift value must be determined and
entered (but again, remember that it
can be programmed with fixed locators).
Once again, make sure setup people and operators understand that if
cutting tools were cutting properly in
the last job, they will continue to cut
properly (at least they will machine
to size) in the next job. They can
move right on to the next job, confident that tools used in the last job
will continue to machine on size.
This requires, of course, that programmers program mean values of
every tolerance band. If they do not,
program discrepancies will require
trial machining for critical tools every
time a new job is run.
M01

Product Corner
Two new Operator’s Guides!
Machining Center Operator’s Guide
Turning Center Operator’s Guide

Most CNC-using companies hire
people with little or no previous
CNC experience to run their CNC
machine tools. Their goal is to train
new people on the job. Yet companies vary when it comes to how
much training they provide their entry-level CNC people as well as the
quality of the training they provide.
If you’ve been hired to run a CNC
machining center, it’s possible that
you’re a little frustrated with the
amount of training you’ve been
given. You probably want to know
more - more about your machine
and what it does - as well as more
about how to run it.
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These inexpensive, easy-to understand operator’s guides lead you
through what you must know about
CN C mac hi ni ng ce n t e r s i n a
step-by-step manner. You’ll be exposed to the most important concepts required to run this popular
style of CNC machine tool.
Managers and Formen in the
CNC environment:
If you’re like most managers
working for CNC-using companies,
you’re probably pretty frustrated
with the effort you must excert in order to bring new CNC operators up
to speed. And you may find it quite
difficult to keep them once they’ve
learned what they need to know.
Given the constant need to train new
operators, why not provide your
new hires with this operator’s guide
to help them understand the machine they’ll be running?
Chapters:
1: Basic machining practice skills
needed for CNC
2: Types of machining centers
3: General flow of CNC usage
4: Key machine components
5: Programming concepts an operator
should understand
6: Tasks related to setup and operation
7: The two most important operation
panels
8: The three most basic modes of operation
9: Key operation procedures
10: Program verification techniques
11: Other important points about machine operation

Soft bound
170 pages
11 chapters
Written by Mike Lynch and published
by CNC Concepts, Inc.
$29.00 each
Order online at www.cncci.com
today!
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